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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the fundamental results in the classical Sturm-Liouville theory of 
eigenvalue problems for a single second-order ordinary differential operator 
is that the eigenfunction corresponding to the nth eigenvalue under zero 
boundary conditions has n - 1 interior zeros. For elliptic partial differential 
operators the general question of classifying eigenfunctions remains open, 
but it has been known for a long time that in the case of a self-adjoint 
second-order operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions the eigen- 
function corresponding to the first eigenvalue does not change sign; see 
[6]. In the last few years the existence of a real first eigenvalue charac- 
terized by a sign-definite eigenfunction has been shown for non-self-adjoint 
second-order elliptic operators [ 111 and certain systems of such operators 
[ 1, 33 via the theory of positive operators; in the case of systems, positivity 
is interpreted componentwise, so all components of the first eigenfunction 
are of one sign. More recently such results have been extended to operators 
[S] and systems [S, 71 with indefinite weight functions or matrices. 
In the present article we consider in more detail the system 
L24=E.(m,,u+m,,v) 
Lv = l(m,, u + mz2v) 
in Q (1.1) 
where 52 c R” is a bounded domain with smooth boundary, L is a second- 
order uniformly strongly elliptic operator of the form 
LM’= - i a,,(x) w x, ‘, + i b,(x) w.x< + c(x) M’ (1.2) 
,,,= I ,=I 
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with u;, = a,,, c >O, and coefficients in C’(a) for some a E (0, l), and 
m,(x) >O on 0, rnijc C’(Q) for i,j= 1,2. We shall sometimes use M to 
denote the matrix (m,). We study two types of solutions to (1.1). The first 
type of solution is the type shown to exist in [ 1 J, with both components 
positive. For such solutions we consider a problem that only makes sense 
in the context of systems, namely that of determining the relative size 
(alternatively, bounding the ratio) of the components in terms of the 
matrix M. The second type consists of those solutions (if any) with both 
components nonzero in Q but of opposite signs. Such solutions were obser- 
ved to exist in the case where M is a constant matrix satisfying appropriate 
conditions in [2]; we consider the question of existence of such solutions 
in the general case where M may vary with x. Our results are not complete, 
but they indicate that the existence of such solutions depends on the struc- 
ture of the system (1.1) in a very delicate way, and make it appear unlikely 
that existence results for such solutions can be obtained by a 
straightforward application of the theory of positive operators on cones. 
Some of our ideas and results are related to the concept of generalized 
spectrum for (1.1). The generalized spectrum consists of the set of pairs 
(jL, pi) for which the problem 
Lu=ri(m,,u+m,,o) 
Lv = ,u(m,, u + ~TZ~~JJ) 
in Q (1.3) 
u=v=o on ai2 
has a nontrivial solution (u, v). The term generalized spectrum was intro- 
duced by Protter in [lo] in connection with estimating eigenvalues; similar 
ideas arise naturally in multiparameter bifurcation/continuation problems; 
see [2]. Properties of the generalized spectrum are discussed in [3]. It 
follows from results of [ 1,3] that for any fixed positive value of the ratio 
p/j”, (1.3) will have a solution with both u and u positive in 52 for some 3.. 
In the present article we address the question of how the ratio u/v behaves 
as %/CL varies, especially when 1/p tends to zero or infinity. 
In our analysis in [4] of the stability of steady states of a reaction diffu- 
sion model from mathematical biology, we found that some relevant 
bounds for eigenvalues of the linearized system depended on the relative 
sizes of the components of an eigenvector. (This is not explicitly stated in 
[4] but is implicit in some of the computations.) The present article does 
not fully answer the questions raised by [4], but gives a first step toward 
an answer. 
Remarks on Notation 
At various places in what follows we will want to compare functions 
which are zero on 852. To be sure that ratios of such functions exist and are 
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finite we need to know something about their behavior on c?Q. It follows 
from the strong maximum principle that if LH, 3 0 in Q, 1~ 3 0 in Sz, iv = 0 
on (?Q, and 11% f 0. then 1~ > 0 in Q and ?tvjc'n < 0 on dR, where ?/?n 
denotes the outer normal derivative. We shall write it’ + 0 if 12‘ > 0 in Q, 
~3 = 0 on &Z, and At,/& < 0 on d.Q. The above discussion shows that if 4 
is the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue E.,(m) for the 
single equation Ld = Arnd in 52, 4 = 0 on 20, then d 9 0. The signilicance of 
these observations is that if 4, $9 0 then the supremum of 4/$ over 0 is 
defined and finite. 
In looking for solutions to ( 1.1) with, say, u > 0 and v < 0, we will some- 
times find it convenient to replace tl by M’ = -v and consider the system 
Lu=A(m,,u-m,2w) 
(1.4) 
Lu = %( -m,, u + m,, M’). 
The question of solving ( 1.1) with u > 0 and v < 0 is equivalent to that of 
solving (1.4) with u > 0 and u‘ > 0; we shall utilize that equivalence in what 
follows without further comment. 
2. SUM TECHNIQUES 
The results of this section are based on the following: 
LEMMA 2.1 (Positivity Lemma). Suppose that m(x) E C’(l?). There is a 
unique value Al(m) with A,(m)E(O, co) if m(x,)>O for some X,ER and 
A,(m)=co ifm<O on Q such that theproblem 
Lu - imu = f in Q, u=O on asz (2.1) 
with A 2 0, f 2 0, and f $ 0 has a positive solution 17 and only if A < A,(m). 
If A < Al(m), the solution qf (2.1) is unique. The value Al(m) is nonincreasing 
with respect to m. 
Discussion. Lemma 2.1 is essentially contained in the results of [S], 
which are based in large part on the theory of positive operators. If 
m(xO) > 0 at x,ESZ, then A,(m) is the eigenvalue with least positive real 
part for the problem Lu = Amu in Q, u = 0 on 8Q; A,(m) is the only positive 
eigenvalue with positive eigenfunction. 
We now consider the system 
Lu=A(m,,u+m,,v) 
Lo = A(m,, u + m12 v) 
in Q (2.2) 
u=v=o on af2, 
where m,j E Cl(G); m,> 0 in G for i, j= 1, 2. 
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THEOREM 2.2. If u and v satisfy (2.2) and are positive in Q, then 
pv 6 u and u f yv, (2.3) 
where 
~=sup{a>O:m,,+a(m ,,-m,,)-a2m2,>Oin8} 
y=inf{cr>O:m 12 + a(m,, - mz2) - a2m2, < 0 in 6). 
Proqf First we observe that (2.2) implies that Lu - Am,, u = Am,,v > 0, 
so by Lemma 2.1 we have J.<A,(m,,)6l,(m,, -am,,) for any ~30. 
Multiplying the second equation in (2.2) by tl and subtracting it from the 
first yields 
L(u-au)-A[m,,- am2,](u-av)=A[m,,+a(m,,-mm,,)-a2m,,] u. 
Since A<A,(m,,-am,,), it follows from Lemma 2.1 that if 
ml2 + a(ml, -m2*)-a2m2, >O then u- olv >O or au < u. Taking the 
supremum over such a 20 yields the first inequality in (2.3). A similar 
analysis of the case m,, + a(m,, - mz2) - a2m2, < 0 yields the second 
inequality in (2.3). 
Remarks. Let fin, = sup{m,(x): XE~} and mQ=inf{m,(x): XE~}. Then 
for a 3 0, 
m12+a(m,,-m22)-a2m2~m,2+a(m,,-~22)-a2m2,. 
Thus 
and 
P> (ml, -g2,+ C(~22-m,,)2+4rlt,,~,,l”2}/2~2, (2.4) 
Yd jm11--Y22+ C(m22-~,,)2+4~,2’1?2,1”2}/2m21. ( .5)
We can apply Theorem 2.2 and the remarks following it to generalized 
spectrum problems as discussed in [3]. Suppose u and v are positive in Q 
and satisfy 
Lu=A(m,,u+m,,v) 
Lv = p(m,, u + m22 v) 
in Q 
u=v=o on aQ 
with I”, p positive. The system (2.6) can be rewritten as 
Lu=i(m,,u+m,,u) 
Lv = l,(am,, u + amz2v) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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) to system (2.7) we with 0 = p/i.. If we now apply (2.3). (2.4), and (2.5 
obtain the estimates 
jj2m,, fJ < u/r (2.8 1 
and 
u/v< (cl,,-CwJ 22+ C(am,2-~,,)2+4~~,?m~11”2}/211/21~. 
It follows from [3] that (2.6) has positive solutons u and 1: for (2, p) 
lying on an arc in the first quadrant of the E.-p plane which connects 
points (&, 0) and (0, p,,), where &, u,, and pO, u,, are the first eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions for the problems Lu = %m,, u in Q, u = 0 on dQ and 
Lv = lum2,v in Q, r=O on (?Q, respectively. As (E., p) -+ (&, 0) along the 
arc, the normalized eigenvector (u, v) + (u,, 0); similarly as (i,, CL) -+ (0, po), 
(u, v) -+ (0, vg). The estimates (2.8) give bounds on the rate that u/v blows 
up as (i, ,u) + (&, 0) or goes to zero as (n, ,u) --+ (0, pO). An examination of 
(2.8) shows that for positive U, v satisfying (2.6) we have u/v w 2-l~ as 
(i/p) -+O or (I/p) + a. 
Next we give a result providing a necessary condition for the existence 
of a solution to (2.2) with one component positive and one negative. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that supm,,(x)supm,,(x)-infm,,(x)infm,,(.u) 
< 0. Then for A 2 0, (2.2) cannot have a solution u, v Gth u > 0 and v < 0 
in R, or u< 0 and v>O in 52. 
Proof: Since sup ml,(x) sup mz2(x) - inf m,2(x) inf m2,(x) < 0, we have 
sup(m,,/m,,) d sup m,,/inf m2, c inf m,,/sup m,, d inf(m,2/m22); thus there 
exists an a such that 0 < m,,lm,, < c( < m,,/m,, in a, that is, m,, - c(mz2 > 0 
and am 2, - m,, > 0. Suppose that u > 0 and v < 0 satisfy (2.2). (If u < 0, 
u > 0, consider ( -u, -v).) Multiplying the second equation in (2.2) by (Y 
and subtracting the first from it, we obtain 
L(crv-u)=~[crm,,u+zm22v-m,,u-m,2v] 
=%[(rm,,-m,,)u-(m,,-ctm22)v]>0. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, LX-u>O. However, u>O and v<O, so W-U-CO, 
which yields a contradiction. Thus, there can be no solution with sign 
definite components of opposite signs. 
3. SIMILARITY METHODS 
The results of the last section were based on the observation that for the 
type of systems we consider linear combinations of the components of a 
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solution satisfy equations related to those occurring in the system. We now 
examine the effect of applying certain linear transformations to the system 
as a whole, and show how systems whose eigenvectors have certain desired 
properties (such as sign definite components) can be generated. Let 
Y = LZ, where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix, let w =col(u, u), and let 
M= (m,,). We can write our system as 
6pw = i,Mw in 52 
w=o on %I. 
(3.1) 
Our basic observation is that if S is a nonsingular 2 x 2 matrix of 
constants then S and S’ commute with 9; if we let z = S’w then we 
have 
~z=S-‘d;PSz=S-‘~w=~S-‘MSZ in Q, 
z-s-‘w=o on I%?. 
(3.2) 
Thus, we can allow the group of automorphisms generated by the inver- 
tible 2 x 2 constant matrices to act on M, and we see that the spectrum of 
(3.1) is preserved under that action. Also, if we have a system which admits 
a solution w with some specified property such as sign definiteness of its 
components, we can construct other systems with solutions possessing that 
property by finding matrices S such that S’ preserves the property in 
question and then using (3.2). 
For applications to bifurcation theory it is important to view 1 as a 
characteristic value of Y-‘M and to decide if its algebraic and geometric 
multiplicities are the same. Such will be the case provided the nullspaces for 
I- 19 ~ ‘M and (I- kfZ ~ ‘II~)~ are the same. It turns out that this 
property is preserved under similarity transformations, as can be seen by a 
routine calculation. We have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that [Z - kY ‘M] ‘v = 0 implies [Z - 
E.9 - ‘M] v = 0, provided v E [ CG(s2)]2. Then for any nonsingular 2 x 2 
constant matrix S and v E [C:(Q)]*, [I- k5~‘S-‘MS]2~ = 0 implies 
[I-Ed2-‘S-‘MS] v=O. 
Suppose now that 
M= 
( 
ml1 -ml2 
--m2’ m22 ! 
and that system (3.1) has a solution w = col(u, v) with u + 0 and u 9 0. 
Then the system with M replaced by S’MS has a solution z = S’w. 
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Moreover z has strictly positive components provided that S ’ is a positive 
definite constant matrix with nonnegative entries. In particular, we have 
the following hyperbolicity principle. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose thut (3.1) bus u solution w = col(u, v) w,ith u $0 
und u $0, bchere 
and md > 0 on 0. Then ij 
IV,= 
i 
mil -(llx)m12 
-Mm,, m22 > 
the system Yz = kkf,z has a solution with positive components for any 3 > 0. 
Proof 
Let us now consider the following special system: 
Lx=/1[m,,x-m,,y] 
Ly=;I[-m,,x+m,,y] 
in Q 
xzo=y on an, 
(3.3) 
where m,,, m,2>0 on Q and (ml,- m,,)(xo) > 0 for some x0 E 52. Observe 
that if (3.3) is satisfied then 
L(x+y)=l(m,, -m,,Nx+y) 
and 
L(x-y)=i(m,, +m,,)(x-y). 
Consequently, x + y = CIZ, where Lz = j.(m,, - m,,) z, and x - y = fiw, where 
Lw = I(m,, + m,,) w. Hence if 2 = A,(m,, -m,2) > R,(m,, +m,,), system 
(3.3) has a componentwise positive solution. Moreover, 1, (m,, - m12) will 
be a simple eigenvalue for (3.3) provided that I,(m,, - m12) is not an 
eigenvalue of 
Lx=a(m,, +m,,) w 
U’ = 0 
in Sz 
on aS2. 
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(Consequently, eigenvalues for (3.1) admitting componentwise positive 
solutions need not be simple, which, as noted in Section 1, suggests that 
the Krein-Rutman theorem is not well-suited to the investigation of the 
existence of componentwise positive solutions to (3.1).) 
We may now use (3.3) and similarity transformations to generate a class 
of matrices M for which (3.1) has a componentwise positive solution. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that h, k E C”(n) with h > k > 0 on 6. Let (r > 0 
be such that o < maxXEQ (h(x)/k(x)). Then 
M= 
h+k -k 
-(a2- 1)k h-k > 
is such that Lw = AMw admits a componentwise positive solution for some 
A > 0. Moreover, if a > 1, A4 has the form 
( 
ml1 -ml2 
-m21 m22 1 
with m,, > 0. 
Proof: Consider the system 
Lu = l[hu - akv] 
Lv=i[-aku+hv]. (3.4) 
Since (h- ak)(x,) >for some x0, (3.4) is of the form (3.3) and admits a 
componentwise positive solution when I = I.,(h - ak). Let 
Then 
and 
and the result follows from the discussion preceding Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that f g E C’(a) with f > g > 0 on a. Then if 
M= f -4f-g) 
-S(f-g) g > 
and 
there is a A > 0 so that (3.1) admits a componentwise positive solution. 
409/140!2-3 
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Proof: Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 imply that it suffices to show that 
.f - cf‘- xv2 
-4~(cf-g)/2) g 
has the form 
h+k -k 
-(a’- 1)k h-k 
with h, kEC’(Q), h> k>O, and 1 <a<max.En(h(x)/k(x)). Taking h = 
(f+ g)/2 and k = (f-g)/2, we need only show dm < maxYGn(h(x)/ 
4x)). Now Y <max,Bn((Sg)(x)I(f-g)2(X)) = max..d(h* -k*N-dl 
(4k2)(x)). Hence 4y < max,,a[h2(x)/k2(s) - l] = [maxXEn(h2(x)/k2(x))] 
- 1. Thus 4y + 1 < max,,S,[h(x)/k(x)]2 and so dm< maxYEn(h(x)/ 
4x)). 
Remark. From Theorem 2.3, a necessary condition for the existence of 
a componentwise positive solution is 
ob < (supf)(sup 8) 
P-W-g)l* ’ 
Consider once again (3.1) in the special case where 
andf, g, 0, and 6 are as in the statement of Corollary 3.4. By Corollary 3.4, 
there are solutions to this system with positive components of the form 
where a, 6, c, d are nonnegative, ad- bc # 0, and w = (r) is a com- 
ponentwise positive solution to Yw = ,&w with ii;l of the form 
( 
ml1 --ml2 
--ml2 ml1 >- 
From the discussion following system (3.4) we may take u = v. Conse- 
quently 
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has componentwise positive solutions for some A>0 with components 
which are multiples of each other. We conclude this section by observing 
a slightly more general condition on A4 which must be satisfied in order 
that Pw = &VW have solutions w = (“,“) with u ti 0 and c1> 0. Namely, sup- 
pose that w is a solution; then by eliminating Lu from the resulting system 
and simplifying we find that we must have m2, @2 + (ml1 - m22) z - m,2 = 0. 
4. PERTURBATION TECHNIQUES 
Let us now consider 
Lu=lw(m,,u-tm,,u) 
Ln=q-tm,,u+m,,u) 
in SL, (4.1) 
where 
U~O~V on 52 (4.2) 
and t is a sufficiently small positive number. In addition, throughout 
this section we assume L to be formally self-adjoint. It is evident that 
(4.1)-(4.2) satisfies the necessary conditions of Theorem 2.3 for the exist- 
ence of a componentwise positive solution so long as t is sufficiently small 
under the assumption of positivity on rnq, i,j = 1,2. We now explore the 
question of the existence of componentwise positive solutions to (4.1 t(4.2) 
in closer detail. Let A,(m,,) and i,(m,,) denote the unique positive eigen- 
values of 
Lw = Ami, w in Q 
w=o on 8Q 
for i = 1, 2, respectively, admitting positive eigenfunctions 4 and II/, respec- 
tively. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E > 0 be given. Then there is a t, > 0 such that if 
(4.1)-(4.2) admits a positive solution for some (A, t) with 0 < t < to and A > 0, 
then mWl(ml,), A,(m22)) < 2 < Cl+ ~1 max(J.,(m,,), ~,h,)). 
Proof. Suppose that u 9 0 and v ti 0 solve (4.1)(4.2) for some A > 0 and 
t > 0. Consider the first equation of (4.1). Multiplying both sides of the 
equation by 0 and integrating by parts via the divergence theorem yields 
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Since jsr rn,, 4~ and jsJ rn,? 4~ are positive, i., (m, , ) < E.. A similar argument 
gives i,(m,,) <i.. So max(l,(m,, , i,(~r~~)) < n. 
Once again, consider the equations 
and 
obtained as described above. Combining the equations we have 
But now there exists a t, > 0 such that 0 < t < to implies 
on Q and that 
on Q. (That such is the case follows since 4, $ $0.) Consequently, if 
o<t<t,, 
Hence R < (1 + .s) max{II,(m,,), l,(m,,)}. 
Let X = max(A,( m,,), A,(m,,)}. Let I( /IoL denote the norm of the Holder 
space C’(f2), and recall that by standard elliptic theory L -’ is compact 
on C”(W). If there exists a sequence {(t,, ;1,, u,, u,)}:=, of solutions to 
(4.1)-(4.2) with tn -+O, 1, >O, U, $0, z),, $0, and I(u, 11% + IIv,, llz= 1, then 
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A, -+ X and by compactness of L-’ we may assume u, --, U, u,, --) 0, where 
iib0, ~720, l\Ull,+ IlVll,= 1, and 
Lii=Xm,,ti 
Lii= Am,,6 
in B (4.3) 
iiSOSE on aft-2. (4.4) 
Hence componentwise positive solutions to (4.1)-(4.2) only arise as pertur- 
bations of nonnegative solutions to (4.3)-(4.4). Since LP1 is compact, 
(4.1)-(4.2) may be recast as an eigenvalue problem for a compact linear 
operator A(t) depending analytically on t. If i,(m,,) # A,(m,,), then l/J is 
an algebraically simple eigenvalue for A(0) and the results of [9] guarantee 
the existence of a smooth curve of eigenvalues and normalized eigen- 
functions for A(t), / tl small. (See [3] for further discussion.) Let us now 
suppose that %,(m,,)<E~,(m,,). (It is easy to see that the assumption 
mz2(x) < m,,(x) on 52 is sufficient in this regard.) Consequently, we may 
assume that a smooth curve of solutions has been selected and formally 
differentiate (4.1). 
So doing, we obtain 
Lu’=~‘(m,,u-tm,,u)+~(m,,u’-tm,,v’-m,,v) 
Lv’ = A’( - tm,, u + m22v) + i( - tm,, u’ + rnz2v’ - m,,u), 
(4.5) 
where A’, u’, v’ indicate the derivatives of j., u, and v with respect to t. If 
now, t = 0, i = I,(m,,), u = 0, v = I/I, (4.5) reduces to 
Lu’(O) = ~~,(m2&mll u’(O) -mlz$) 
Lv’(0) = E.‘(O) rnz2 $ + A,(mzz) m,,u’(O). 
(4.6) 
Consider now (4.6). Since $ $0, v(t) B 0 for t > 0 and small. Consequently, 
(4.1)--(4.2) has a positive solution for 1” > 0 and t > 0 and small if u’(O) B 0. 
We have now established the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that I,(m,,) and Al(m,,) denote the unique 
positive eigenvalues of 
Lw = Am ii w in Q 
w=o on ai 
admitting positive eigenfunctions $ and II/, respectively, i= 1, 2. If 
%,(m,,)<3.,(m,,) and (L-A,(m,,)m,,)P1 exists, then (4.1)-(4.2) has com- 
ponentwise positive solutions with i > 0 for t > 0 and small if 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Supposc~ now thut m,, > mzI on 52, (L- i.,(mzz) m,,) ’ 
exists, and that m,Z = k(m,, - mzz), where k is a positive constant. Then thr 
result qf‘ Theorem 4.2 obtains. 
Proof: Observe that (L - il,(m,,)m,,) $ = (L - E.,(mzr) m22) Ic/ + 
~~l(~2d(m22-mll) $ = -(il(m22)/k) m,,lC/. Consequently, (k/j,,(m&) li/ = 
-(L-~,(m2,)m,,)- ‘(m121C/). 
Corollary 4.3 has an immediate consequence, which connects Theorem 
4.2 to the results of [2]. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Jf m,, i, j = 1, 2, are positive constants, wCth m, , > ml2 
and (L - A,(rn**) m, ,) ’ exists, the result of Theorem 4.2 obtains. 
An additional criterion for the result of Theorem 4.2 to hold may be seen 
as follows. Since Ld=A,(m,,)m,,d, we have that (L-E,,(m,,)m,,)#= 
(~l(mll)-~~,(m22))~~l,~~ and so 
Consequently, since (L - /I,(m,,) m,,) ’ may be viewed as a continuous 
operator between the Holder spaces C’(a) and C;“(a) and 490, it 
follows that u’(0) $0 provided I(m,l 4 - rn,,$lII is sufficiently small. (/I /I 1 
denotes the usual norm in cl(a).) 
Finally, we give an example of a system of the form (4.11-14.2) which has 
no positive solutions for t > 0 and small. Suppose that Q = [0, II], 
L= -(d*/dx*), m,, =a~(1,4), m2*= 1, and m,,=m,, =(ZZ/2)(2+cosx). 
Then A,(m,,)=l/a, 4=(2/I7)sinx,A,(m,,)= 1, $=(2/I7)sinx. The top 
equation of (4.6) then yields 
- d’bc,) 
dx= - 
aw, = -2 sin x - sin x cos x 
(4.7) 
w,(O) = w,(n) = 0, 
where w,(x) = [u’(O)],(x). An elementary calculation will show that 
2 1 
w =-smx+----- 
0 U-l 2(a - 4) 
sin 2x 
= sin x c 2 1 -+--- a-l a-4 cosx > 
Hence w,(x) $0 exactly as h,(x) = 2/(a - 1) + (l/(u - 4)) cos x > 0 on 
[0, ZT]. Since h:(x)= (1/4-a) sin x>O on (0, I7), h,(x)>0 on [0, I71 
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provided h,(O) > 0. But h,(O) = (3(a - 3)/(a - l)(a - 4)). Consequently, if 
a E (3,4), the system has no positive solution for t > 0 and suffkiently small. 
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